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Featured companies

Want to get
featured?
GET FEATURED

Bright Bright Great
$75,000+

Rule #76 No excuses. Play like a champion.

$150 - $199 / hr

Bright Bright Great has successfully built, managed and maintained web
applications for our clients since 2007.
Bright Bright Great (“BBG”), established in 2007, is a Chicago, IL brand
strategy agency focused on creating world-class brands, products, and
experiences that delight and engage audiences.

10 - 49
SMBs

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

United States,
Chicago
2007
Within 2-3 weeks

Service Line
40% Web Development

10COM Web Development
<$5,000

Cutting Edge Websites Are What We Do

$50 - $99 / hr

From developing a global image for your brand to producing websites that
drive consumer interaction and improve conversion rates, 10COM is a
driven and enthusiastic web design company that thrives on creativity,
innovation, trendsetting, and our relentless desire to attain excellence.
Our talented team ensures that the quality of the work we produce meets
and exceeds the expectations of even the most demanding client....

10 - 49
Startups
United States,
Chicago
2006
Within 1 week

PROFILE

Service Line
69% Web Development

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0
PROFILE
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Onimod Global

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

$5,000+

Your In-House Agency in Chicago

$100 - $149 / hr

Your in-house marketing team, your partner experts for specific marketing
verticals or some nice balance in between. We excel in customer service
and serving as our clients consultative marketing team.

5.0

Service Line

PROFILE

10 - 49
SMBs
United States,
Chicago
2009
Within 1 week

8% Web Development

Foxbox Digital
$50,000+
$50 - $99 / hr
10 - 49

VISIT WEBSITE

Foxbox Digital is an award-winning digital product agency, headquartered
in Chicago. We partner with clients ranging from Fortune 50 companies to
high-growth startups and everyone in between to design, develop, and
deliver successful digital experiences.

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

SMBs
United States,
Chicago

Service Line

PROFILE

20% Web Development

2018
Within 1 week

WEZOM

VIEW VIDEO

$25,000+

Your Software Development Partner

$30 - $49 / hr

We specialize in the development of custom software for Enterprise and
SMBs
• eCommerce development
• Web и Mobile development
• CRM/ERP development
• UX/UI Design

100 - 249
SMBs
United States,
Chicago
1999
Within 1 week

Service Line
0% Web Development

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0
PROFILE

VIEW
VIDEO
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Kalapa Design Studio
$25,000+

Digital solutions that transform companies.

$150 - $199 / hr

A modern design and consulting studio. We design digital solutions that
transform companies.

<10

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

5.0

Service Line

SMBs
United States,

6% Web Development

Chicago

PROFILE

2021
Within 2-3 weeks

Orases

VISIT WEBSITE

$100,000+

Custom Software To Reach Your Vision

$150 - $199 / hr

A team of technology craftsmen and craftswomen, who create custom
software solutions that transform your process, empower your people, and
help you reach your vision. The team of experts embrace innovation, but
are grounded in the depth of their experience having worked with more
than 750 clients to streamline operations, connect users, and deliver ROI.
They partner in a radically open and transparent process to understand

10 - 49
SMBs
United States,
Frederick
2000
Within 2-3 weeks

Service Line
15% Web Development

Techreviewer Rating

4.9
PROFILE
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KitelyTech
$10,000+

Fly Higher with KitelyTech

$100 - $149 / hr

KitelyTech is a full service technology consulting, design & development
firm with offices in downtown Chicago, New York City, Atlanta, Detroit,
Austin, Charlotte, Phoenix, and Miami.
Delivering projects worldwide to customers ranging from startups & SMBs
to Fortune 500 companies. Balanced blend of technology skills and domain
knowledge, powered by passion for IT.

50 - 99
SMBs
United States,
Chicago
2009
Within 1 week

Service Line

$25,000+

We craft digital experiences that spark joy.

$50 - $99 / hr

Calibrate Software is a results-driven mobile app plan, design, and
development company in Chicago focused on high-resolution rates through
custom development. The company holds the most talented, skilled, and
experienced experts from the business.
Calibrate Software has successfully delivered 25+ web and mobile apps
spread among 10+ industries.

Startups
United States,
Chicago
2017
Within 1 week

Service Line

$25,000+

Technology Solutions & Digital Strategy Execution

$50 - $99 / hr

Headquartered in Chicago, Velvetech LLC is a custom software development
and consulting company. With a focus on the US market, they cater to
global clients that majorly include medium-sized enterprises. Their services
are designed for companies to streamline business flows, enhance
productivity, reduce operational costs, facilitate sales processes, and
increase revenue.

SMBs
United States,
Northbrook
2004
Within 2-3 weeks

4.9
PROFILE

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.9
PROFILE

30% Web Development

Velvetech

100 - 249

Techreviewer Rating

36% Web Development

Calibrate Software

10 - 49

VISIT WEBSITE

Service Line
10% Web Development

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.8
PROFILE
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Sandstorm Design, Inc.
$50,000+

Do good work for good people.

$150 - $199 / hr

Sandstorm Design® is a digital creative agency specializing in brand
strategy, user experience (UX), Drupal, Acquia, Wordpress and Kentico web
development.

10 - 49
Enterprise
United States,
Chicago

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.8

Service Line
24% Web Development

PROFILE

1998
Within 2-3 weeks

Blue Flame Thinking
$10,000+

Find Your Better®

$100 - $149 / hr

We help financial and manufacturing brands in the B2B2C space solve their
toughest marketing challenges and find their better. We specialize in
developing right-sized websites and marketing programs that help our
clients modernize their digital footprint and deliver best-in-class CX. Some
clients need 1/4 million dollar digital infrastructures; others need easy-touse, simple, and effective marketing.

10 - 49
SMBs
United States,
Chicago
1965
Within 2-3 weeks

Service Line

Web development company in Chicago

$50 - $99 / hr

We are committed to building stellar digital products and improving the
efficiency of business processes with technology.

United States,
Chicago
2007
Within 1 week

4.8
PROFILE

VISIT WEBSITE

$25,000+

SMBs

Techreviewer Rating

57% Web Development

Devvela

50 - 99

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.8

Service Line
25% Web Development

PROFILE
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Cabot Technology Solutions
$10,000+

Web development company in Chicago

$30 - $49 / hr

Cabot Technology Solutions, a US-based product engineering IT firm having
13+ Years experience in delivering robust solutions using cutting edge
technologies. They specialize in providing Product Development Services
including conventional app development for healthcare and custom
interoperability services.
Company's experienced technical team is complemented by an equally

50 - 99
SMBs
United States,
Chicago
2006
Within 2-3 weeks

Service Line

$30 - $49 / hr
10 - 49
Enterprise
United States,

Techreviewer Rating

4.8
PROFILE

8% Web Development

eComStreet
$5,000+

VISIT WEBSITE

eComstreet is the Best Mobile App and Web Development Company in
Chicago providing application development solutions for Startups,SMEs &
Large Enterprises.
Service Line

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.8

30% Web Development

Chicago

PROFILE

2005
Within 1 week

Vokal

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

$25,000+

From digital best to digital next

>$200 / hr

Vokal provides above market growth returns for investments on digital
products and growth optimization. We help companies create repeatable
and sustainable growth metrics at any stage of the product lifecyle.

4.8

Service Line

PROFILE

50 - 99
Enterprise
United States,
Chicago
2009
Within 1 month

6% Web Development
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Intersog, Inc.
$10,000+

Riding Technology's Wave®

$30 - $49 / hr

Intersog® is a Chicago-based IT consulting and software development firm
that provides tech staffing, custom development, and IT relocation services
for enterprises, small businesses and startups. Our tech expertise covers
the latest technologies and programming languages for various Pythoncoded projects like artificial intelligence, predictive analytics, machine
learning, business intelligence, and more.

100 - 249
Enterprise
United States,
Chicago
2005
Within 1 week

Service Line

$30 - $49 / hr
10 - 49
SMBs
United States,
Chicago

4.8
PROFILE

VISIT WEBSITE

Simpalm is a software development company that builds mobile
applications for iOS- and Android-based smartphones and tablets.
The company provides both native and hybrid app development services
and has deep expertise in cross-platform software development. In
addition to this, Simpalm delivers UX / UI design, onsite consulting, cloud
and web development services.

Techreviewer Rating

4.7

Service Line
20% Web Development

2009

Techreviewer Rating

17% Web Development

Simpalm
$10,000+

VISIT WEBSITE

PROFILE

Within 2-3 weeks

SITE IT NOW
<$5,000
$20 - $29 / hr
50 - 99

SITE IT NOW is an industry leader in professional Website Designing,
Custom Web Development, Search
Engine Optimization (SEO), Social Media Marketing, Mobile App
Development, e-Commerce
Development, Brand Strategy, and Secure Hosting Solutions.

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.7

Startups
United States,
Chicago
2009
Within 1 week

Service Line
45% Web Development

PROFILE
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FYC Labs
$5,000+
$100 - $149 / hr
10 - 49

VISIT WEBSITE

We are a playful, studio that specializes in all facets of web design,
development, SEO, graphic design and more. We help your product stand
out from the hordes of mediocre, zombie-like apps and websites out there
by bringing a little color and playfulness into a black and white, far too
serious world.

Techreviewer Rating

4.7

Enterprise
United States,
Chicago

Service Line
32% Web Development

2012

PROFILE

Within 2-3 weeks

Codal

VISIT WEBSITE

$50,000+

Digital solutions partner

$100 - $149 / hr

Who We Are:
Codal helps transform businesses into streamlined, supportive, and
proactive operations through cutting-edge UX design and software
development. As an experience-first agency, we focus on creating
innovative digital experiences by blending data-driven design with our
intelligent Agile process.

100 - 249
Enterprise
United States,
Chicago
2009
Within 1 month

Service Line

$150 - $199 / hr
10 - 49
Startups
United States,
Chicago
1999
Within 2-3 weeks

5.0
PROFILE

25% Web Development

ArtVersion
$10,000+

Techreviewer Rating

ArtVersion is a full-service multidisciplinary creative agency located in
Chicago and working with brands worldwide. One of their most valuable
assets resides in their team’s ability to enable growth in businesses that
seek to either launch, expand into a new market or solidify their legacy.
Regularly, working with influential startups and growing brands, ArtVersion
identifies opportunity and develops strategies to generate conversion.

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.7

Service Line
50% Web Development

PROFILE
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Integrative Systems
$5,000+
$30 - $49 / hr
250 - 999

Integrative Systems is a technology-driven organization that provides
clients quicker solutions leading to Business Transformation. Our solutions
will help you make your businesses dynamic and flexible in this modern
highly competitive business world.

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.5

Enterprise
United States,
Chicago

Service Line
21% Web Development

2001

PROFILE

Within 1 week

BeyondKey Systems
$10,000+
$30 - $49 / hr
100 - 249
Enterprise
United States,
Chicago, IL, USA

Beyond Key is a global Software Services and Solutions Company offering
consulting, technology, and outsourcing services and catering to clients in
the United States, Australia, UK, Germany, MENA, and South Asian
countries. We have marked a global presence in the USA with our offices in
Lafayette and Chicago as “Beyond Technologies LLC” and in India as Beyond
Key(www.beyondkey.com).

Techreviewer Rating

4.4

Service Line
9% Web Development

2005

VISIT WEBSITE

PROFILE

Within 1 week

Eminenture
<$5,000

IT and Business Process Management

$50 - $99 / hr

Eminenture is a leading digital experience defining multinational company,
which offers extraordinary eCommerce development services.

100 - 249
Enterprise
United States,
Chicago
2010
Other

VISIT WEBSITE

Techreviewer Rating

4.0

Service Line
50% Web Development

PROFILE
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Locating a top-tier web development company in Chicago has available and fits a client's specific needs can be tricky considering how many web
developers Chicago has. How does one know which developer to choose? Most lackluster web development firms Chicago holds within its
borders may appear really good, perhaps just as good as the best teams.
Discover some of the best tips for finding that Chicago web dev agency that can take a business's website or mobile application to the next
level.

Every client needs to establish a realistic budget for the creation of the web application or site
The first thing any client needs to do before hiring a web dev is set a budget for the project. The allowance price determines two things: the
client's project's scale and what agency the client picks for the task. If a company is unsure about the exact number for the website or mobile
application, they can set a conditional budget. After the project is finished, the client and the developer better understand the expected results.

Next, decide what type of web developer is necessary for the work
The Chicago web development world is extraordinarily saturated and dense. There are a plethora of talented developers out there to hire,
which signifies customers can shop competitively and not be rushed in finding the most qualified team. These are the varieties of web
developers that are the most common.
Freelancer web developers can be an effective option for anyone on a budget; however, some incredibly skilled
professionals hold steep rates. There is a delicate balance of finding a talented freelancer that doesn't cost an arm and a leg for a client
that's searching but doesn't have deep pockets.
Web developers who freelance typically cultivate a friendly, casual work atmosphere; however, this aspect retains pros & cons. Suitable
freelance developers need to be flexible, free to communicate readily, and adhere to approved deadlines for all work outlines.
However, the world has loads of improper freelancing developers who are antithetical to what one desires in a development team.
The development team. A web development company in Chicago can showcase to the world can be more versus an independent company
since they are compensated for joined talent. Trained development businesses administer constant information, thorough custom work, &
swift completion of projects.
The Full Service Agency. As one can tell by the term "full-service agency," these firms deliver PPC/SEO, web development, and social media
management. Partnering up with an agency that is full-service can be pricier as opposed to freelancers or other agency options. Fullservice agencies may or may not deliver better websites or applications than niche web development companies, so there is that gamble.
Freelance web devs.

Examine the library of case studies the agency has available. If they don't have any case studies to view, that is a
red flag
The first progress for finding a productive web development company in Chicago is by studying the agency's case studies to understand its
project's potential outcomes. A customer can seek inspection to gain knowledge of the firm's previous experience in the customer's industry. In
the event the seller abides by the request, the customer may examine all examples of work an agency developed for clients comparable to one
client.

Take A Gander At The Client Feedback
After looking at the case studies, a potential client would be wise to examine all previous client evaluations. Customer surveys and feedback
present all clients the data they need about any possible web dev firm and their technique for completing websites and applications.
When firms possess numerous customer remarks & feedback, they hold a greater likelihood of delivering top-notch practices. Customers
generally appear excited regarding evaluating that divine partnership between a customer and the web developer merchant.

Look Into Whether Or Not The Developer Offers Extras
When the prospective client strives to contract with a web developer, it will behoove the client to inquire if the vendor offers additional services
from which the customer may benefit.
If the web development team creates the site entirely from scratch, the client may recognize that additional duties are needed afterward. In
addition to website development, the vendor may want search engine optimization for organically advertising their website.
There are seldom times when a customer will need to discover a web developer who gives added services. Via partnering with any agency that
is full-service, the client receives all the things that are necessary.

The Client Needs To Inquire About The Developer's Processes
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Several pieces about web development may be difficult to comprehend when the buyer is not knowledgeable about the trade.
Vagueness is often a vital aspect to be aware of & when a web developer utilizes this tactic, the client should run away. Ambiguity can mean the
vendor rushes projects.

Inquire About Referrals
Any client should absolutely inquire about references, especially if both parties are in similar trades.

Buyers should do deep research & gain knowledge of many web development agencies
Any business that is looking to sign with a web development Chicago firm or freelance web developer has the ability to shop around; no client
should allow themselves to be pressured into contracting with anyone immediately. Customers want the ability to give themselves time to look
for the ideal web developer. By having this time, the client can discover the most suitable web developer for their needs and the future.
Several web developers are likely to supply a complimentary price quote or analysis, & any responsible client should consider taking benefit
regarding all offers. Receiving offers can enable customers to finish all requirements to adhere to the image, including the project's total cost,
when all the tasks are complete.
Obtaining one of the web developers in Chicago has to offer might seem complex; however, it does not need to be difficult.

David Malan
Techreviewer author

